Introduction
============

It is common wisdom that physiological processes lose efficiency in old age ([@b12-cia-3-673]; [@b104-cia-3-673]). To preserve and to ensure the ability for appropriate interaction with the environment, a wide range of technical devices is available and utilized to attenuate age-related impairment of the human senses. For example, glasses and hearing aids became a kind of standard aid for elderly people. Surprisingly, in contrast to vision and hearing, the sense of touch is widely ignored and its vital role for coping with activities of daily living is underestimated. To this day there are only few approaches and concepts to counteract impairment of tactile perception in old age, although perceptual and behavioral abilities depend on an intact sense of touch.

For many reasons the human sense of touch and therefore tactile acuity decreases in old age ([@b91-cia-3-673]; [@b84-cia-3-673]; [@b87-cia-3-673]; [@b85-cia-3-673]; [@b86-cia-3-673]; [@b75-cia-3-673]; [@b93-cia-3-673]; [@b23-cia-3-673]). Age-related alterations occur at all levels of the somatosensory pathway. Skin conformance changes in old age ([@b17-cia-3-673]), although it was previously shown that the mechanical properties of the glabrous skin might have minor effects on discriminative abilities in elderly ([@b102-cia-3-673]; [@b95-cia-3-673]). Many reports describe an age-dependent morphological change and loss of dermal receptors ([@b7-cia-3-673]; [@b11-cia-3-673]; [@b2-cia-3-673]; [@b42-cia-3-673]). For example, the number and morphology of Meissner's and Pacinian corpuscles change in old age, while Merkel-neurite complexes appear to be less affected ([@b4-cia-3-673]; [@b67-cia-3-673]). Furthermore, nerve conduction velocity declines with increasing age ([@b74-cia-3-673]; [@b94-cia-3-673]) and action-potential amplitude is reduced ([@b5-cia-3-673]; [@b10-cia-3-673]). There is compelling evidence for changes of morphology of the central nervous system ([@b70-cia-3-673]; [@b80-cia-3-673]) and changes of cortical activation patterns in old age ([@b9-cia-3-673]). Taken together, these age-related alterations affect somatosensory processing in its entirety and therefore also tactile and haptic perception. If these changes develop slowly and are part of a normal, ie, nonpathological aging process over decades, most elderly progressively adapt to the loss of high-level tactile performance and learn to compensate by developing behavioral strategies such as relying stronger on visual control to cope with the challenges of a visually dominated environment.

However, the importance of tactile perception for guiding sensorimotor performance clearly becomes apparent if the availability of cutaneous information is blocked or reduced. Klatzky and Lederman (1993) demonstrated that the human ability to identify objects by a haptic exploration is very powerful and reliable ([@b50-cia-3-673]; [@b49-cia-3-673]), but can be easily disturbed by limiting the access to cutaneous information ([@b54-cia-3-673]). Sensory information is not only crucial for haptic exploration, but for motor performance as well ([@b93-cia-3-673]; [@b37-cia-3-673]; [@b88-cia-3-673]). Especially during fine manipulative operations, motoneurons are constantly tuned by sensory inputs ([@b31-cia-3-673]). If afferent sensory information is suppressed by local anesthesia of peripheral nerves, motor control is severely impaired despite visual control ([@b45-cia-3-673]; [@b59-cia-3-673]), supporting the critical role of sensorimotor integration ([@b46-cia-3-673]). When objects are manipulated by means of precision grips, the crucial sensory information supposedly comes from superficial dermal receptors rather than from deep kinesthetic receptors ([@b58-cia-3-673]). [@b28-cia-3-673] demonstrated that the impact of sensory information depends on the complexity of a manipulative task. After anesthesia of the median nerve, subjects were still able to maintain grip strength, but failed in complex tasks ([@b28-cia-3-673]). For example, the accurate positioning of the fingertips on the surface of an object is essential for successful manipulation ([@b43-cia-3-673]; [@b3-cia-3-673]; [@b38-cia-3-673]).

Besides experiments performed in healthy subjects, strong evidence for the importance of sensory tactile information for sensorimotor performance comes from investigation in patients suffering from acute stroke. If tactile sensibility is lost by a purely sensory stroke, related skills like haptic object exploration or fine motor performance are massively affected as well ([@b79-cia-3-673]). Furthermore, the rehabilitation of motor skills after stroke is hindered if sensory perception is also affected, pointing to the importance of sensory tactile information and sensorimotor integration for motor rehabilitation ([@b73-cia-3-673]).

In addition to the effects and consequences arising from aging processes, the individual amount of use, as well as tactile and haptic skills have important implications on sensorimotor performance. Since aging leads to a decrease in fine motor performance ([@b51-cia-3-673]), elderly often tend to reduce their activities of everyday life step by step. Reduced use is associated with reduced sensory input. As a result, cortical representational maps are degraded and tactile and haptic processing becomes impaired. Conceivably, these cortical age-related changes mark the beginning of a vicious circle, which has a further negative impact on sensorimotor performance.

Consequences of use and disuse of sensorimotor skills on cortical map topography and performance are captured in the concept of use-dependent plasticity and are intensively investigated. Animal studies first demonstrated that cortical maps are enlarged as a result of training ([@b71-cia-3-673], [@b72-cia-3-673]; [@b24-cia-3-673]). These results were confirmed and extended by imaging studies in humans that revealed enlarged cortical representations in human subpopulations (musicians or blind Braille readers) after a long-term training of their respective sensorimotor skills ([@b63-cia-3-673]; [@b29-cia-3-673]; [@b62-cia-3-673]; [@b82-cia-3-673]). Furthermore, proportionality was reported between the absolute performance level and the observed cortical changes ([@b30-cia-3-673]; [@b8-cia-3-673]; [@b24-cia-3-673]). On the contrary, situations of disuse such as limb immobilization during wearing a cast were shown to shrink cortical representations in parallel to behavioral and perceptual impairment, demonstrating that cortical plasticity mechanisms act in conditions of both enforced and reduced use ([@b55-cia-3-673]). A recent study demonstrated that in patients suffering from carpal tunnel syndrome (ie, a pathological compression of median nerve fibers at the wrist) the cortical hand representations underwent major reorganization ([@b89-cia-3-673]).

Taken together, the age-related loss of tactile perception and reduced practice of sensorimotor skills might finally lead to a situation in which independent everyday life is compromised ([@b100-cia-3-673]; [@b33-cia-3-673]; [@b41-cia-3-673]; [@b35-cia-3-673]).

A potential intervention to prevent age-related decline is active training, which, if applied at higher age, can restore, maintain and even improve sensorimotor functions affected by aging ([@b63-cia-3-673]; [@b29-cia-3-673]; [@b40-cia-3-673]). However, since many elderly suffer from restricted mobility, additional and alternative approaches are needed to supplement and enhance, or even replace conventional training procedures ([@b96-cia-3-673]; [@b21-cia-3-673], [@b23-cia-3-673]).

A paradigm that we introduced several years ago constitutes such an alternative approach to training: a specific form of tactile coactivation (CA), ie, a passive stimulation paradigm based on Hebbian synaptic plasticity to drive perceptual learning in young and adults. In this paradigm, synchronous neural activity is evoked by coactivating small skin portions of the tip of the right index finger for a few hours. As a result, the finger representation in somatosensory cortex enlarged and tactile acuity improved ([@b65-cia-3-673]; [@b25-cia-3-673]; [@b66-cia-3-673]). Recently we reported that CA is highly effective even in elderly subjects ([@b23-cia-3-673]). Following 3 hours of CA the discrimination thresholds of 80-year-old elderly came to match those of subjects 30 years younger. The unique advantage of CA is its passive nature, ie, it does not require the active cooperation and involvement of the subject. Even more, attention is not required to drive plastic changes implying that CA can be applied in parallel to other occupations and therefore might be substantially easier to implement and has a higher chance of being accepted as intervention (Bliem and Dinse unpublished). Together with the effectiveness of coactivation in improving tactile perception even in elderly, these properties make coactivation-based principles prime candidates for therapeutic intervention programs that serve as training substitute in impaired populations.

In recent years we further optimized the CA paradigm in several respects. For example, the duration of application was reduced to 20 min ([@b68-cia-3-673]) and the stimulation was extended from a single finger to all fingers of a hand ([@b47-cia-3-673]). As described in our previous work ([@b47-cia-3-673]), multifinger CA is a useful tool to improve tactile spatial acuity in young adults by inducing particular forms of synaptic plasticity processes ([@b25-cia-3-673], [@b21-cia-3-673]). We here report new findings from elderly subjects to demonstrate the impact of multifinger CA not only on tactile acuity but also on haptic and fine motor skills.

Subjects and methods
====================

Subjects
--------

A total of 22 subjects (9 male, 13 female) participated in our study. The target group comprised of 16 subjects (age: 74.4 ± 5.6 years) and the control group ("sham") of 6 subjects (age: 73.5 ± 4.5 years). There was no significant age-difference between the subjects of both groups (t-test, p = 0.725). All subjects were recruited by get-togethers and seminars or poster announcements in retirement homes. Eligibility criteria for participation were lucidity, independence in everyday activities, neurological health, and the absence of sensorimotor handicaps of the upper limbs. All subjects agreed to report their actual and former medication; as a consequence any influence of drugs on their central nervous system was ruled out. Furthermore all subjects performed the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) ([@b34-cia-3-673]), to test for dementia. Only subjects with scores of 27 to 30 out of 30, indicative of "no dementia", participated in the study (there was no significant difference in MMSE performance between the subjects of both groups; t-test, p = 0.434). Accordingly, the subjects included in our study represent a subpopulation clearly biased towards mental and physical fitness. Hand preference was determined with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory ([@b61-cia-3-673]) which classies handedness on the basis of a short interview on hand preference in the performance of routine practical tasks. Only persons with unambiguous right-hand dominance and without a history of dominant hand change during their childhood were included. All subjects gave their written informed consent, and the protocol was approved by the local ethics committee of the Ruhr-University Bochum.

Touch threshold
---------------

Fine-touch sensitivity was evaluated by probing the fingertips of the right hand with von Frey filaments (Marstocknervtest, Marburg, Germany) to assess touch thresholds following the procedures described with Semmes-Weinstein monofilaments ([@b91-cia-3-673]; [@b1-cia-3-673]). Each filament was calibrated to a known buckling force determined by its length and diameter. The von Frey test-kit contains 16 different filaments calibrated to forces ranging from 0.25--294 mN in logarithmic scaling. Additionally two filaments with forces of 0.08 mN and 0.20 mN were used to expand the test range (Touch Test, Stoelting Co, Wood Dale, IL, USA). Fine-touch sensitivity was tested with a staircase procedure, during which subjects were required to indicate whenever they perceived an indentation of the skin on their fingertips. Starting with a noticeable stimulus, the applied contact forces were decreased in a step-wise manner until the subjects no longer perceived the stimulus (lower boundary) and then increased until the stimulus was perceived again (upper boundary). This procedure was repeated three times, resulting in six values that were averaged to form the touch threshold.

Two-point discrimination threshold
----------------------------------

The two-point discrimination threshold is a reliable marker for tactile acuity in humans ([@b65-cia-3-673], [@b66-cia-3-673]; [@b25-cia-3-673], [@b21-cia-3-673], [@b23-cia-3-673]; [@b69-cia-3-673]; [@b47-cia-3-673]). Spatial two-point discrimination thresholds were assessed on the tip of the index fingers of the right hand using the method of constant stimuli as described previously ([@b36-cia-3-673]; [@b65-cia-3-673], [@b66-cia-3-673]; [@b25-cia-3-673], [@b21-cia-3-673], [@b23-cia-3-673]; [@b90-cia-3-673]). We tested seven pairs of brass needles, in addition zero distance was tested with a single needle. To overcome problems in the use of two-point measurements associated with hand-held probes, we used a specifically designed apparatus that allows a standardized and objective form of testing (compare with figures in [@b21-cia-3-673], [@b23-cia-3-673]). The apparatus allows a rapid switching between pairs of needles of different separations or the presentation of one single needle that are applied to a fixed position on the skin of the fingertips for approximately 1 second. To extract thresholds, we obtain psychometric curves based on many repeated stimulus presentations. According to own unpublished data, acuity thresholds obtained by gratings or by two-point measurements are highly equivalent (Pearson-correlation, r = 0.716, p ≤ 0.001, n = 22 subjects), although thresholds obtained by gratings are slightly lower in general.

To account for the age-related decline in tactile acuity ([@b84-cia-3-673]; [@b102-cia-3-673]; [@b75-cia-3-673]; [@b93-cia-3-673]; [@b21-cia-3-673], [@b23-cia-3-673]), we used larger needle separations for the elderly subjects (ie, 1.5, 2.3, 3.1, 3.9, 4.7, 5.6, and 7.0 mm) than usually used for young subjects (ie, 0.7--2.5 mm). The diameter of the needles was 0.7 mm and the diameter of the blunt endings was 200 μm. Application-force was about 150 to 200 mN. Fixation of the test finger prevented subjects from explorative finger movements. As described previously, test-re-test reliability using this procedure was 0.90 for young subjects, and 0.88 for elderly subjects ([@b23-cia-3-673]).

All eight test conditions were presented eight times in randomized order resulting in 64 tests per session. The subjects, who were not informed about the ratio of needle-pairs and single needles (ie, 7:1), had to decide immediately if they had the sensation of one or two needles. Subjects were instructed to classify the perception of a single needle or doubtful stimuli as "one" but the distinct perception of two stimuli as "two". The summed responses were plotted against the needle-distances resulting in a psychometric function, which was fitted by a binary logistic regression (SPSS; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Threshold was taken from the fit where 50% correct responses were reached. All subjects had to attend two test sessions to become familiar with the testing procedure before the assessment was started in the third session. In addition to the fingers of the right hand that were all coactivated, we additionally tested the left index finger to control for changes in thresholds indicative of a side-to-side transfer of the CA effect.

Mislocalization test
--------------------

In the mislocalization test fingers of the hand are stimulated near threshold, which evokes localization errors, ie, a neighboring finger other than the stimulated one is incorrectly perceived as being stimulated. [@b77-cia-3-673],[@b76-cia-3-673]) showed that localization errors across fingers obeyed a somatotopic principle where stimuli are preferentially mislocalized to sites adjacent to the stimulated skin region ruling out pure guessing behavior ([@b16-cia-3-673]; [@b6-cia-3-673]). In the present study, we used a set of monofilaments (0.08--294 mN) to conduct a five-alternative forced choice detection test on the fingertips of the right hand (for a detailed description of the test, see [@b76-cia-3-673]). Each finger was stimulated 20 times in randomized order. Each correct response was followed by a stimulation of lower intensity, and each error was followed by a stimulation of higher intensity to the same finger. Using this procedure, the number of mislocalizations was adjusted to \~50% of all stimuli. Mislocalizations were analyzed according to their distribution on the fingers. In cases where the staircase procedure did not result in 50% mislocalizations, data was normalized to 10 mislocalizations per finger. To achieve an overview of individual mislocalization behavior, the mislocalizations from each finger to any other finger were categorized as mislocalizations from the stimulated finger to the first-, second-, third-, or fourth neighboring finger leading to a total of eight first-, six second-, four third-, and two fourth neighbor fingers. Mislocalizations from the stimulated finger to neighboring fingers were averaged for each hand, subject, and session ([@b47-cia-3-673]). As the mislocalization test was applied after the assessment of individual touch thresholds in every session, the respective calculated touch thresholds were used as a starting point for the threshold-near stimulation in the mislocalization test.

Haptic object recognition test
------------------------------

The ability to recognize objects by their haptic impression was tested by means of a custom-made visuo-haptic test. The test consisted of five different groups of unfamiliar cubic objects (1.5 \* 2.7 \* 4.7 cm) made from common LEGO^™^ bricks ([Figure 1](#f1-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). In each group, objects consisted of a specific number of rectangular bricks protruding on the sides in various positions. The constructional differences were highlighted in color to facilitate visual discrimination One sample from each group was placed clearly visible on a desk in front of the subject. In a familiarization phase the experimenter introduced the subject to the constructional differences of the objects, and haptic and visual exploration was allowed. Afterwards the subjects were informed about the objective of the test: A total of 17 objects, hidden in a fabric bag, had to be explored by haptic perception only, ie, by explorative hand movements of the right hand. To that end, after haptic exploration without visual guidance and after deciding upon the group the object was assumed to belong to, the object had to be placed in a box behind the specific sample on the desk. No visual verification during this process was allowed. Subjects were instructed to perform the test as fast and as accurate as possible. After one initial training session all subjects indicated good comprehension of the test. Individual performance was assessed by measuring the time to perform the task and by counting the number of errors from three consecutive sessions that were then averaged.

Conceivably, the identification of common objects from every-day life depends massively on top-down information and will therefore be largely based on existing knowledge and former experience rather than manual exploration. Therefore unfamiliar instead of common objects were used to prevent the influence of prior knowledge about structural information and thus to create a comparable situation for all subjects.

Peg-board test
--------------

To test for fine-motor performance we used a peg-board set-up that is part of a commercial test-battery (MLS, Dr. G. Schuhfried GmbH, Mödling, Austria). The square pegboard (30 \* 30 cm) carries two rows of 25 small holes, one on the left side and one on the right side. Two containers, each equipped with 25 metal pins, were placed in 30 cm distance from the right and left side of the board. The subjects were asked to pick the pins with their right hand, one by one, from a container and insert them into the holes on the peg-board. If one of the metal pins dropped during the transfer, they were instructed to go on with the next one. During the test the experimenter measured the time to complete the test and additionally the number of dropped pins. The test was performed in standard version (metal pins were 5 \* 0.25 cm) and in a more demanding version (metal pins were 1 \* 0.25 cm).

Coactivation
------------

The CA paradigm used in the present study was the same as that described in a previous work about the effects of multifinger coactivation in young adults ([@b47-cia-3-673]). Five small solenoid devices (diameter of 8 mm each) were fixed to the tips of each finger of the right hand (ie, d1 = thumb, d2 = index finger, d3 = middle finger, d4 = ring finger, d5 = little finger) to transmit cutaneous stimuli to the dermal mechanoreceptors in the underlying skin portions. Laser vibrometer measurements revealed that the actual amplitude was approximately 100 microns. The CA sequence was played back via a portable digital storage and transmitted to a small amplifier that was connected to the solenoids. The sequence consisted of 10 ms pulses with a variable inter-stimulus interval of 100--3000 ms according to a Poisson distribution, resulting in an average stimulation frequency of 1 Hz. During the three hours of application the compact devices allowed unrestricted mobility of the subjects in the target group. For subjects in the sham group the same set-up was used, however, no signal was transmitted from the digital storage to the amplifier. As the subjects were not informed about the characteristics of the CA, they were convinced to receive subthreshold stimulation.

Experimental schedule and statistics
------------------------------------

All psychophysical experiments were carried out once prior to the multifinger CA (*pre* session) and three times after CA, in order to evaluate changes in performance and a possible recovery of CA-induced effects (*rec* sessions). One session was conducted immediately after multifinger CA (*post* session), another one 24 hours later (*rec-24 h*), and the last one 4 days after multifinger CA (*rec-96 h*). As an exception the peg-board test was applied only in *pre*, *post*, and *rec-96 h* session. All results are presented as means ± standard deviations in the text.

To analyze group-specific changes in psychophysical performance we conducted repeated measures ANOVAs with factors GROUP and SESSION. Furthermore we conducted pairwise comparisons by calculating one-sided Dunnett post-hoc tests (*pre* session as reference). A two-sided Dunnett test was chosen only for the analysis of data of the mislocalization test. Linear correlation analyses were calculated by means of two-sided Pearson-correlations (Spearman rank correlations respectively) and considered significant according to Bonferroni-corrected alpha-levels.

Additionally z-transformed false alarm rates (z(far)) and hit rates (z(hr)) were calculated for the subjects' two-point discrimination performance and used to obtain d-prime values (d′), as bias-free discrimination indices according to the formula "*d*′ = *z*(*hr*) − *z*(*far*)" ([@b57-cia-3-673]; [@b99-cia-3-673]). For the calculation of these indices we adjusted the false alarm rate to 0.125 by default, if no false alarm was detected in a given session.

Results
=======

Touch thresholds
----------------

The touch thresholds of elderly subjects are not evenly distributed across the hand but decrease from the thumb to the little finger. In the *pre* condition we found no significant differences between touch thresholds of all fingers of the subjects in the target and the sham group (One-way ANOVA, factors GROUP\*FINGER, F~(3,60)~ = 0.326, p = 0.860). The average threshold for d1 was 0.67 ± 0.52 mN, 0.36 ± 0.22 mN for d2, 0.25 ± 0.10 mN for d3, 0.22 ± 0.05 mN for d4, and 0.19 ± 0.05 mN for d5. Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interactions for d1, d2, d3 and d4 (F~(3,60)~ ≤ 2.611, p ≥ 0.060) but for d5 (F~(3,60)~ = 2.831, p = 0.046) of the right hand.

The Dunnett post-hoc analyses revealed no significant threshold changes for the fingers d1--d5 after CA, neither for subjects in the target group (p ≥ 0.698) nor for subjects in the sham group (p ≥ 0.805). These data demonstrate that in line with previous findings from adults, CA has no effect on touch threshold.

Two-point discrimination thresholds
-----------------------------------

Tactile acuity of the fingertips is not distributed equally across fingers, but is best at the thumb and index finger and declines across the remaining fingers ([@b98-cia-3-673]; [@b56-cia-3-673]; [@b18-cia-3-673]; [@b47-cia-3-673]). For the *pre* condition, the discrimination thresholds assessed in the target and the sham group did not differ (One-way ANOVA, factors GROUP\*FINGER, F~(3,60)~ =0.371, p = 0.829). We found discrimination thresholds of 3.41 ± 0.34 mm for d1, 3.52 ± 0.35 mm for d2, 3.91 ± 0.44 mm for d3, 4.32 ± 0.48 mm for d4, and 4.60 ± 0.48 mm for d5. Spearman rank correlation analysis revealed a systematic relation between initial threshold (*pre* condition) and the position of the fingers (ie, d1--d5). Because this analysis was calculated on thresholds obtained before the intervention, data from both groups were used (n = 110, r = 0.744, p ≤ 0.001).

After CA, discrimination thresholds were significantly lowered indicative of enhanced tactile acuity. Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interaction for d1 of the right hand (F~(3,60)~ =2.009, p = 0.122) and left d2 (F~(3,60)~ = 0.137, p = 0.938), but for fingers d2 (F~(3,60)~ = 6.134, p ≤ 0.001), d3 (F~(3,60)~ 3.767, p = 0.015), d4 (F~(3,60)~ = 6.598, p = 0.001), and d5 (F~(3,60)~ =6.844, p ≤ 0.001) of the right hand. The individual analysis of CA-evoked improvement of two-point discrimination performance in the target group by means of Dunnett post-hoc tests revealed a significant reduction of thresholds of d1 in the *post* session (p = 0.007), of d2 in *post* (p ≤ 0.001) and *rec-24 h* session (p ≤ 0.001) and of d3, d4, d5 in *post* (p ≤ 0.001), *rec-24 h* (p ≤ 0.004), and *rec-96 h* sessions (p ≤ 0.010). Thresholds of the left index finger did not change between the sessions (p ≥ 0.317) ([Figure 2a](#f2-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). Data obtained from subjects in the sham group did not indicate any significant changes neither on d1 (p ≥ 0.662), d2 (p ≥ 0.744), d3 (p ≥ 0.460), d4 (p ≥ 0.186), and d5 (p≥ 0.388), nor on the left d2 (p ≥ 0.572) ([Figure 2b](#f2-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

The bias-free discrimination indices (d′-values) support the described differences between target group and sham group ([Figure 2c](#f2-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interaction for d1 of the right hand (F~(3,60)~= 0.060, p = 0.981) and left d2 (F~(3,60)~ =0.387, p = 0.763), but for fingers d2 (F~(3,60)~ =7.519, p ≤ 0.001), d3 (F~(3,60)~ = 3.957, p = 0.012), d4 (F~(3,60)~ =5.820, p = 0.001), and d5 (F~(3,60)~ =8.160, p ≤ 0.001) of the right hand. Individual analyses of discrimination indices of subjects in the target group by means of Dunnett post-hoc tests revealed a significant increase for d′-values of d1, d2, d3, d4, and d5 in *post* (p ≤ 0.001), *rec-24 h* session (p ≤ 0.004), and *rec-96 h* session (p ≤ 0.007). The averaged d′-values (d1--d5 right hand) of subjects in the target group increased from 1.14 ± 0.18 in *pre* session to 1.38 ± 0.20 in *post* session, 1.33 ± 0.18 in *rec-24 h* session and 1.28 ± 0.17 in *rec-96 h* session indicating improved acuity even 96 hours after the application of CA ([Figure 2c](#f2-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). Averaged indices of the subjects in the sham group were 1.12 ± 0.10 in *pre* session, 1.12 ± 0.09 in *post* session, 1.13 ± 0.10 in *rec-24 h* session and 1.13 ± 0.08 in *rec-96 h* session ([Figure 2c](#f2-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

Mislocalization test
--------------------

In the *pre* condition, the distribution of mislocalizations of tactile stimuli did not differ between target group and sham group (One-way ANOVA, factors GROUP\*NEIGHBOUR, F~(3,40)~ = 0.095, p = 0.962). When near-threshold tactile stimuli were applied to the fingers of the tested hand, 17.6 ± 5.5% of all stimuli were mislocalized to a directly neighboring finger, 14.2 ± 5.1% to a second neighbor, 4.2 ± 3.6% to a third neighbor and 3.6 ± 1.1% to a fourth neighbor. Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interactions for number of mislocalizations on the first neighbor (F~(3,42)~ =1.945, p = 0.137), on the second neighbor (F~(3,42)~ = 0.851, p = 0.477) and on the fourth neighbor (F~(3,42)~ = 1.010, p = 0.451), but on the third neighbor (F~(3,42)~ = 9.085, p = 0.001).

The comparison of the data of the target group by means of a two-tailed Dunnett post-hoc test showed a significant change of the mislocalization rate to the first neighboring finger from *pre* to *post* session (ie, a decrease from 17.5 ± 5.0% to 10.3 ± 1.9%, p = 0.002), but not to *rec-24 h* (p = 0.338) and *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.633). The mislocalization rate to the second neighboring finger did not change between the sessions (p ≥ 0.953). However, the mislocalization rate to the third neighboring finger changed from *pre* to *post* session (ie, an increase from 4.8 ± 3.7% to 15.8 ± 2.9%, p ≤ 0.001) and from *pre* to *rec-24 h* session (ie, an increase from 4.8 ± 3.7% to 10.0 ± 1.4%, p = 0.044). There was no significant difference between mislocalization rates of *pre* and *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.393). The mislocalization rates to the fourth neighboring finger did not change between the sessions (p ≥ 0.221) ([Figure 3a](#f3-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

Analyses of the data of the sham group revealed no changes between the sessions for mislocalization rates to the first neighboring finger (p ≥ 0.822), the second neighbor (p ≥ 0.403), the third neighbor (p ≥ 0.730), and forth neighbor (p ≥ 0.709) ([Figure 3b](#f3-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

Haptic object recognition
-------------------------

The subjects' ability to identify objects by means of haptic exploration was quantified by the time to perform the task and the number of errors. There was no significant difference in time (One-way ANOVA, factor TIME, F~(1,21)~ = 2.582, p = 0.124) and number of errors (One-way ANOVA, factor ERROR, F~(1,21)~ =3.617, p = 0.072) between target group and sham group in the *pre* session. The average time was 319.0 ± 95.9 s and the average number of errors 4.7 ± 2.5. We hypothesized that the factors TIME and ERROR were inversely correlated, meaning that a high number of errors occurs when the test is performed quickly, and vice versa, however, the opposite was true. We found a positive correlation between both factors (n = 22, r = 0.647, p ≤ 0.001) ([Figure 4a](#f4-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that there is no trade-off between speed and accuracy.

Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interactions for the time to complete the task (F~(3,60)~ =1.330, p = 0.273) and the number of errors (F~(3,60)~ = 0.550, p = 0.650). Group-specific post-hoc analyses of both measures revealed changes in performance following the CA, but selectively in the target group. The time to perform the task was significantly reduced from 299.6 ± 77.4 s in the *pre* session to 232.7 ± 47.3 s in *post* session (p = 0.004), 235.4 ± 60.1 s in *rec-24 h* session (p = 0.006) and 232.8 ± 57.2 s in *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.004; [Figure 4b](#f4-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). Number of errors decreased from 4.1 ± 2.1 in *pre* session to 2.4 ± 1.6 in *post* session (p = 0.019), 2.7 ± 1.9 in *rec-24h* (p=0.051) and 2.8 ± 2.1 in *rec-96 h* (p = 0.079; [Figure 4c](#f4-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

The time to perform the task was 370.7 ± 127.3 s for subjects in the sham group for *pre* session and did not change in *post* session (347.3 ± 138.1 s, p = 0.635), 344.3 ± 146.9 s in *rec-24 h* session (p = 0.620) and 333.5 ± 146.3 in *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.561). There were also no changes for the number of errors. We measured 6.3 ± 3.0 in the *pre* session, 5.2 3.1 in *post* session (p = 0.530), 5.0 ± 3.8 in *rec-24 h* session (p = 0.480) and 4.6 ± 3.8 in *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.395).

Peg-board test
--------------

We quantified the subjects' ability to manipulate small objects by measuring the time to fulfill the peg-board test and the number of dropped items in a standard (long pins) and a demanding test form (short pins). The initial performance of the target group did not differ from the sham group, neither in the standard test form (One-way ANOVA, factor TIME, F~(1,21)~ = 0.761, p = 0.393; factor ERROR, F~(1,21)~ =1.229, p = 0.281), nor in the demanding test form (One-way ANOVA, factor TIME, F~(1,21)~ =0.244, p = 0.627; factor ERROR, F~(1,21)~ =0.012, p = 0.914). The average time was 46.9 ± 4.9 s and the average number of errors was 0.6 ± 0.8.

Repeated measures ANOVA for factors GROUP and SESSION revealed no significant interactions for the time to fulfill the standard peg-board test (F~(2,40)~ =1.528, p = 0.229) and the demanding test form (F~(2,40)~ =1.510, p = 0.223). The same analyses revealed no interaction for number of errors in the standard peg-board test (F~(2,40)~= 0.999, p = 0.377), but in the demanding test form (F~(2,40)~ = 9.995, p ≤ 0.001).

The post-hoc analyses of data obtained from subjects of the target group revealed a significant reduction of the time to fulfill the peg-board test in both forms after CA. In the standard form the time decreased from 46.3 ± 4.4 s in the *pre* session to 38.1 ± 5.8 s in *post* session (p ≤ 0.001) and 41.5 ± 7.2 s in *rec-96 h* (p = 0.024). In the demanding form the time decreased from 62.2 ± 13.8 s in *pre* session to 51.0 ± 11.6 s in *post* (p = 0.020) and 52.6 ± 14.6 s in *rec-96 h* (p = 0.043). Significant changes were also observed for the number of errors, which decreased from 0.8 ± 0.9 in the *pre* session of the standard test to 0.1 ± 0.3 in *post* (p = 0.015) and 0.6 ± 0.8 in *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.352). In the demanding test the number of errors decreased from 1.1 ± 0.8 in the *pre* session to 0.2 ± 0.4 in *post* (p ≤ 0.001) and 0.3 ± 0.6 in *rec-96 h* session (p = 0.001). Data of subjects in the target group are displayed in [Figures 5a and 5b](#f5-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"} for the standard test and the demanding test form.

Data of the sham group on the other hand revealed no significant changes for the initial time to fulfill the test (p ≥ 0.262) and initial number of errors (p ≥ 0.667), neither in the standard form (48.4 ± 6.3 s, 0.3 ± 0.5 errors; [Figure 5c](#f5-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}) nor the demanding form (66.4 ± 12.7 s, 1.2 ± 0.8 errors; [Figure 5d](#f5-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

Baseline-dependency of gains in performance
-------------------------------------------

In order to address the question whether CA effectiveness might be potentially dependent on the baseline performance of the subjects, we performed linear Pearson-correlation analyses between baseline (pre-condition) and post-condition for all tasks. For the two-point discrimination thresholds of subjects of the target group we found a significant correlation between their initial performance and the individual gain following CA: The correlation analysis revealed a stronger improvement for fingers with high initial thresholds and vice versa (n = 80, r = −0.587, p ≤ 0.001) ([Figure 6](#f6-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}).

The same analysis was applied for the haptic object recognition performance of the subjects in the target group. We found a similar relation between initial performance and gain following CA for the factors time to fulfill the test (n = 16, r = −0.813, p ≤ 0.001) and number of errors (n = 16, r = −0.652, p = 0.006).

For the data obtained in the standard form of the pegboard test there was a significant correlation between the initial number of errors and the reduction in number of errors after CA (n = 16, r = −0.921, p ≤ 0.001), but not for the time to fulfill the test and the accordant gain (n = 16, r = −0.100, p = 0.713). In contrast, for the demanding form of the pegboard test we found a correlation between initial performance and individual improvement after CA both for the time to fulfill the test (n = 16, r = −0.635, p = 0.008) and the number of errors (n = 16, r = −0.866, p ≤ 0.001).

In addition, we investigated potential correlations between the gains in performance in two-point discrimination, haptic object recognition and the peg-board test ([Figure 7](#f7-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}) by calculating linear Pearson correlations for the following factors: average gain (across d1--d5) in two-point discrimination performance, gains of time and errors in haptic object recognition, gains of time and errors in both forms of the pegboard test, whereas gain in performance refers to changes from *pre* to *post* session for the subjects of the target group. There was a complete lack of correlation between gains of two-point discrimination performance and gains in time and number of errors of the haptic object recognition test (n = 16, r ≤ 0.194, p ≥ 0.472) and any form of the peg-board test (n = 16, r ≤ 0.113, p ≥ 0.412).

Furthermore we found significant correlations between the gains in time and errors of the haptic object recognition task (n = 16, r = 0.598, p = 0.014), the number of errors of the haptic task and the standard version of the peg-board task (n = 16, r = 0.500, p = 0.490) and finally for the gain in time to fulfill the standard and the demanding version of the pegboard test (n = 16, r = 0.601, p = 0.014).

Discussion
==========

Here we demonstrate the effectiveness of a new intervention paradigm to improve human sensory-motor performance in old age. In the so-called CA, mechanical stimulation is applied simultaneously to the subjects' fingertips for three hours in order to drive plastic processes in cortical finger representations and to improve tactile performance ([@b65-cia-3-673], [@b66-cia-3-673]; [@b25-cia-3-673]; [@b47-cia-3-673]). We report a significant improvement of the subjects' two-point discrimination performance demonstrating increased tactile acuity following CA. Furthermore the subjects' ability for haptic object exploration and fine manipulative moments was improved as well. For all tasks that improved after CA, the individual gain was inversely related to the baseline performance, ie, subjects that were characterized by a poor baseline performance showed the largest improvement, while subjects with high baseline performance showed less benefit from CA ([@b23-cia-3-673]).

From everyday experience we know that tactile sensibility is a crucial prerequisite for haptic performance (ie, identifying objects by exploratory hand or finger movements) and for fine-motor performance in general ([@b93-cia-3-673]; [@b54-cia-3-673]). Even simple activities of everyday life like buttoning a shirt cannot be performed when sensory information from the fingertips is corrupted. In fact, we recently demonstrated the effects of mechanically shielding the fingertips by rubber coating on haptic and fine-motor performance in young and elderly subjects ([@b22-cia-3-673]). We found a stronger impairment in elderly subjects' performance as compared to young subjects after their tactile acuity was reduced by the coating, indicating an increasing need for availability of tactile information in old age.

Consequently, as tactile acuity is decreased significantly in old age ([@b91-cia-3-673]; [@b84-cia-3-673]; [@b87-cia-3-673]; [@b85-cia-3-673]; [@b86-cia-3-673]; [@b93-cia-3-673]), sensorimotor skills are negatively affected as well ([@b91-cia-3-673]; [@b13-cia-3-673]; [@b78-cia-3-673]; [@b14-cia-3-673]; [@b48-cia-3-673]; [@b52-cia-3-673]; [@b93-cia-3-673]). As a result of this development, everyday competence (ie, the ability to perform activities of daily living) is highly vulnerable in elderly people ([@b48-cia-3-673]; [@b41-cia-3-673]). In a first step to develop intervention measures to counteract these developments, we recently showed that tactile acuity can be improved through CA in elderly subjects demonstrating the effectiveness of the CA in subjects of old and very old age ([@b23-cia-3-673]).

Here we provide a more systematic investigation that not only tested tactile acuity, but a wide range of tactile, haptic, and sensorimotor tasks that differ in their relation to motor behavior and in their cognitive demands.

Touch threshold
---------------

By comparing previously recorded touch thresholds in young subjects ([@b47-cia-3-673]) with data presented in the present work, we can confirm that touch thresholds are higher and more variable in elderly participants ([@b91-cia-3-673]). Furthermore we confirm again that the absolute touch thresholds, as measured by calibrated filaments, cannot be changed by CA ([@b47-cia-3-673]). In contrast, [@b15-cia-3-673] investigated the modifiability of touch thresholds in young and elderly subjects ([@b19-cia-3-673]) by means of electrical noise stimulation. They argued that stochastic resonance, which enhances the response of a nonlinear system to weak stimuli, acts to sensitize mechanoreceptors in the target skin area thereby making subthreshold stimuli detectable ([@b19-cia-3-673]). These findings suggest that stochastic resonance appears effective in interfering with human perception and behavior, however, its relation to CA remains unclear. In our view, stochastic resonance affects thresholds by enhancing inputs otherwise subthreshold, while CA alters the modes of cortical processing because of selective changes of synaptic efficacy and synaptic connections ([@b66-cia-3-673]).

Tactile acuity
--------------

As repeatedly reported ([@b65-cia-3-673], [@b66-cia-3-673]; [@b25-cia-3-673], [@b21-cia-3-673]; [@b69-cia-3-673]) the two-point discrimination threshold can be significantly improved by CA, even in elderly subjects ([@b23-cia-3-673]). Here we demonstrate that CA can be extended to all fingers of the hand as recently described for young subjects ([@b47-cia-3-673]). Similar to young subjects we found an improvement of tactile acuity as documented by a lowering of discrimination thresholds and an increase of the bias-free discrimination indices (d′-values). Furthermore, the use of multifinger CA had the effect to stabilize the CA-induced improvement. While under conditions of single-finger CA the improvement recovered to baseline after about 24 hours ([@b23-cia-3-673]), we found that the improvement was preserved even after 96 hours after CA. The longer-lasting effects seem to be specific for elderly subjects, as the improvement evoked in young subjects by the identical multifinger CA protocol was limited to 24 hours ([@b47-cia-3-673]).

While it is undisputed that the density of mechanoreceptors in the skin decreases with age ([@b26-cia-3-673]; [@b7-cia-3-673]) there is a controversial discussion about the role of receptor density in tactile acuity. While the density of Meissner's corpuscles in the index and ring fingers does not differ, the acuity does. On the other hand, while males have lower density of Meissner's corpuscles compared with females, their acuity is not different ([@b20-cia-3-673]). Furthermore, fingertip skin conformance was shown to account for some differences in tactile acuity in young subjects, but not for the decline in spatial acuity with aging ([@b95-cia-3-673]). Most importantly, recent findings demonstrated that the typical age-related decline in tactile performance is not inevitable, but that performance can be recovered by learning and training ([@b23-cia-3-673]), despite the accumulation of degenerative processes during aging. These results indicate that mechanoreceptor density may play a minor role in determining tactile acuity performance at old age. We therefore conclude that the observed lowering of thresholds after CA is most presumably mediated by cortical mechanisms. This view is also supported by recent imaging data demonstrating a correlation between tactile hyperacuity and cortical map size of the fingers in the primary somatosensory cortex ([@b27-cia-3-673]).

Mislocalization
---------------

While discrimination performance requires the differentiation between two stimuli, localization describes the ability to identify the correct position of one stimulus. In the finger localization tests subjects are asked to report which finger of a hand had been stimulated. Here we report that under conditions of synchronous multifinger CA finger localization performance is impaired in elderly subjects. A similar result has recently been described for young adults ([@b47-cia-3-673]). Accordingly, CA exerts not exclusively beneficial effects, but can lead to impaired performance in a task-dependent way.

In case of the finger localization test, CA leads to an increase in localization errors. Closer analysis revealed that these changes consisted of a decrease of localization errors on directly neighboring fingers, while on more distant fingers the number of mislocalizations increased. At the cortical level, single finger CA is known to result in an expansion of the finger representation being stimulated ([@b66-cia-3-673]). Provided that multifinger CA as employed in this study evokes comparable changes, substantial overlap can be expected to occur between finger representations. As a consequence, correct localization performance between more distant fingers drops. This assumption is supported by a study from [@b64-cia-3-673], who investigated the effects of CA on human cortical finger representations by means of functional imaging. They found that synchronous CA leads to an overlap of finger representations in somatosensory cortex and thereby caused an increase in the frequency of mislocalizations between the stimulated fingers. On the contrary, asynchronous stimulation evoked a segregation of the corresponding finger representations ([@b64-cia-3-673]).

The relation between mislocalization of tactile stimuli and cortical organization in the human somatosensory system has been extensively studied in blind subjects. [@b82-cia-3-673], [@b83-cia-3-673], [@b81-cia-3-673]) showed that multifinger Braille readers with high tactile acuity showed increased frequency of mislocalization between the fingers used for Braille reading as compared to normal, sighted people, suggesting increased mislocalization was related to Braille reading skills rather than blindness in general. Interestingly, based on magnetoencephalography data, blind subjects were characterized by a disturbed topography of the finger representations ([@b82-cia-3-673], [@b83-cia-3-673]). It was therefore concluded that the increase of localization errors was due to disarranged cortical maps.

More generally, there seems to be a trade-off between discrimination and localization behavior, which can be observed under training conditions as well as under conditions of passive stimulation. The latter indicates that CA evokes tactile learning processes similar to those induced by training and everyday-life situations. These findings imply that cortical processing modes exist which cannot be optimized in parallel. In this view, the average performance encountered in an individual will most likely reflect a balanced compromise in trying to achieve optimal, but not maximal performance. Through learning and plasticity processes it is possible to further enhance certain skills, but not all in parallel, resulting in an improvement of some skills at the expense of impairment of others.

[@b92-cia-3-673] recently investigated the impact of mechanical skin stimulation on adult subjects' ability for sensory information processing, ie, temporal order judgement (TOJ) and temporal discriminative thresholds (TDT). They found that in the presence of a 25 Hz conditioning mechanical stimulus that was delivered before, concurrently and after the task on fingers d2 and d3, TOJ was significantly impaired, which was not the case when the mechanical stimulation was either applied bilaterally or in asynchronous manner. These results strongly support the theory that the synchronization of cortical ensembles in somatosensory cortex can change sensory perception ([@b92-cia-3-673]).

Haptic performance
------------------

Besides the CA-induced improvement of tactile acuity we addressed the modifiability of haptic performance by CA. We demonstrate that in elderly subjects application of CA not only improves tactile acuity, but also haptic performance. According to the data from the sham group, performance improves slightly if the test is repeatedly executed; this effect, however, is small compared to the CA-evoked effect. Because haptic exploration requires a certain level of acuity, one might expect a strong relation between individual measures of acuity and haptic performance. The lack of correlation between individual changes in tactile and haptic performance might be explained by the cross-modal nature of the haptic test, ie, haptic exploration but visual comparison to the given samples. Furthermore the test includes cognitive components such as the explorative process of unfamiliar objects which requires visual imagery. We therefore assume that these additional requirements make haptic performance a multi-factorial process, in which the individual contribution of tactile acuity cannot readily be identified. Cognitive components in haptic performance of elderly subjects are subject of a recent study of our group (unpublished data).

Fine motor performance
----------------------

Age-related changes in fine-motor performance are well-documented ([@b91-cia-3-673]; [@b13-cia-3-673]; [@b78-cia-3-673]; [@b14-cia-3-673]; [@b48-cia-3-673]; [@b52-cia-3-673]). By using a peg-board test we studied whether CA affects motor performance. Although so far CA has only been shown to improve tactile perception, our data demonstrates that CA can as well improve fine motor performance in elderly subjects.

Local anesthesia studies demonstrated that the suppression of cutaneous inputs affects complex motor tests more than simple tests ([@b28-cia-3-673]). This result may explain why the use of a challenging peg-board test instead of simple grasp and lift tests enabled us to detect changes in performance after CA. Furthermore, we found a stronger improvement after CA for the demanding version of the peg-board test as compared to the standard version.

The observed CA-induced improvement of fine-motor performance could have been caused by enhanced spatial discrimination. In this view, superior tactile acuity improves the ability to apply an accurate precision grip, because the position of the manipulated object can be perceived in more detail and the detection of slip events might be improved ([@b101-cia-3-673]). However, in the present study we observed a lack of correlation between improvement of tactile acuity and fine motor performance. We know from clinical experiments with patients that sensory stimulation not only affects the subsequent sensory representations, but also alters motor performance directly and with long-lasting effects by mechanisms of cross-system plasticity ([@b39-cia-3-673]; [@b103-cia-3-673]). These data corroborated earlier cortical plasticity experiments done in animals, which indicated that temporary changes in sensory input can produce persistent changes in the organization of sensory ([@b44-cia-3-673]; [@b97-cia-3-673]) and motor ([@b60-cia-3-673]) areas of the cerebral cortex. Whatever the underlying mechanisms of cortical plasticity are, our data support the impact of sensory stimulation for the restoration of motor performance in elderly.

Baseline dependency
-------------------

On average, CA induced an overall gain of performance in all tasks tested except for touch thresholds, which were, however, highly variable from subject to subject. Closer analysis revealed that the amount of coactivation-induced changes depended on the baseline performance of the subjects, ie, the initial performance of a subject determines the level of improvement. A similar observation was reported for chronic stroke patients. Application of a single two hour session of somatosensory stimulation on the paretic hand elicited a significant improvement in hand functions. The magnitude of this improvement was more prominent in patients with stronger impairment, supporting the notion of a baseline dependency in somatosensory interventional paradigms ([@b103-cia-3-673]).

Baseline dependancy is a phenomenon often occurring in perceptual learning. For example, in learning of vernier discrimination and depth perception in visual perceptual learning a substantial amount of interobserver variability can be accounted for by the initial level of performance ([@b32-cia-3-673]). The authors reported that in general improvement through learning was most pronounced in observers who yielded the highest thresholds initially and vice versa. While we found a clear baseline dependence for coactivation-induced changes of two-point discrimination in elderly, no such dependency had been observed previously in coactivation-induced improvement in spatial discrimination in young subjects ([@b25-cia-3-673]). The nature of such baseline dependency remains largely elusive. Conceivably, ceiling effects may cause baseline-dependencies as found here, but the findings from long-term training suggest that subjects can improve quite substantially beyond the gain found in our studies ([@b69-cia-3-673]).

Conclusion
==========

The present study demonstrates the impact of sensory CA on improving sensorimotor performance in the elderly. Besides a significant improvement of tactile acuity in elderly people, we report for the first time that CA improves haptic object exploration skills and fine motor object manipulation abilities. The preservation of sufficient tactile and haptic performance into high age as shown after CA is an important prerequisite for maintaining an independent and autonomous lifestyle. We therefore believe that the concept of CA can turn out beneficial in preserving everyday sensorimotor competence. Taken together, the documented effects of CA make it a likely candidate for future interventions in elderly and maybe also in patients with somatosensory dysfunctions.
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![A set of five groups of unfamiliar objects made from LEGO^™^ bricks was used for the haptic object recognition test. In each group, the objects consisted of a cuboid (1.5 \* 2.7 \* 4.7 cm) with a specific number and position of rectangular structures on the sides. A total of 17 objects (3\*a, 5\*b, 4\*c, 3\*d, 2\*e) was used for the test. All objects had to be allocated to samples of the five groups (**a**--**e**) only by explorative movements of the dominant hand and without visual verification.](cia-3-673f1){#f1-cia-3-673}

![Spatial two-point discrimination thresholds were assessed on all fingers of the right hand (d1-ri--d5-ri) and the left index finger (d2-le) in all subjects of the target group (n = 16; **a**) and sham group (n = 6; **b**). After CA the thresholds of the right hand decreased significantly (stars indicate p ≤ 0.05) in the target group. Sham stimulation had no effect on the thresholds. The averaged bias-free discrimination indices (d′-values averaged across all fingers of the right hand) increased for subjects of the target group but not for subjects of the sham group in all measurements (*post*, *rec-24 h*, *rec-96 h*) after CA **c**). Error bars depict SEM. Stars indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) to the *pre* condition.](cia-3-673f2){#f2-cia-3-673}

![The rate of mislocalized tactile stimuli given by the number of stimulation in percent that were incorrectly perceived on fingers adjacent to the stimulated finger for subjects of the target group (n = 16; **a**) and the sham group (n = 16; **b**). We found that after CA in the target group, but not in subjects of the sham group the rate of mislocalized stimuli was shifted significantly from the directly neighboring to the third-neighboring finger. Error bars depict SEM. Stars indicate significant differences (p≤0.05) to the *pre* condition.](cia-3-673f3){#f3-cia-3-673}

![The subjects' haptic performance was assessed by recording the number of errors and the time to fulfill the object recognition test (see also [Figure 1](#f1-cia-3-673){ref-type="fig"}). There was a significant correlation between number of errors and the time to fulfill the test for the *pre* session (Pearson, n = 22, r = 0.647, p ≤ 0.001; (**a**). After CA, we found a significant decrease of the number of errors and the time to fulfill the test in the target group (**b**), but not in the data of the sham group (**c**). Error bars depict SEM. Stars indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) to the *pre* condition.](cia-3-673f4){#f4-cia-3-673}

![The peg-board test was used in a standard form using long pins (**a:c**) and in a demanding form using short pins (**b:d**). After CA, for subjects of the target group (**a:b**) we found a significant decrease of the number of errors (ie, number of dropped pins) and the time to fulfill the test, but not for the subjects in the sham group (**c:d**). Error bars depict SEM. Stars indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) to the *pre* condition.](cia-3-673f5){#f5-cia-3-673}

![Linear correlation analysis (Pearson) between the two-point discrimination thresholds obtained on all fingers of the right hand in subjects of the target group (n= 16) and the threshold reduction from *pre* to *post* session (gain). The higher the initial threshold of a finger, the higher was the gain (n = 80, r = −0.587, p ≤ 0.001).](cia-3-673f6){#f6-cia-3-673}

![Summary of the tactile and sensorimotor improvement of subjects of the target group after CA. Gain in performance refers to percent changes from *pre* to *post* session. Two-point discrimination (2pd) thresholds were averaged for d1--d5 of the right hand. For the peg-board test the time to fulfill the test and the number of errors are averages of the standard and demanding test form. Error bars depict SEM. Stars indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) to the *pre* condition.](cia-3-673f7){#f7-cia-3-673}
